Objective:
Introduction
The introduction of image guidance to laparoscopic radical prostatectomy is an area of increasing interest. This paper describes our recent experience in implementing a simple image guidance system in theatre and initial use on 13 patients. It became clear during early use of the system that we lacked a rigorous way to evaluate the system performance. Without a rigorous approach to system evaluation it is not possible to show clinical benefit nor develop the system to improve patient outcome. The intent of this paper is therefore two fold. The paper begins with a description of the image guidance system as implemented to date. The second part of the paper attempts to define an evaluation protocol that will enable proper development of the system.
Image Guided Surgery Systems
This paper is concerned with augmented reality systems for image guided laparoscopic surgery. Such systems work by showing the surgeon a processed pre-operatively acquired image overlaid on the visible patient anatomy. The idea of using augmented reality to aid surgery is not new, with systems having been proposed by [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , and [5] to name but a few. Systems tailored to the daVinci surgical robot have also been proposed [6] and [7] . Any augmented reality image guidance system must contain four core subsystems. These are;
1. the pre-operative imaging system, 2. the registration system, 3. the user interface, 4. and the display system.
The various systems described in the literature each take a different approach to implement each of the subsystems. Robust evaluation, of the type put forward by [8] , requires a common way to compare such systems and evaluate their performance. In some cases methods are emerging to do this, for example, different display systems can be classified using the taxonomy proposed by [9] . Similarly the use of open source software tool kits such as IGSTK [10] enables easier comparison of systems. This paper is primarily concerned with developing a method to evaluate the registration system.
A Minimalist Image Guided Surgery System
The goal of this project is to develop the registration subsystem for an image guidance system for robot assisted radical prostatectomy, and evaluate how the performance of the registration subsystem affects the clinical outcome. To this end the first task was to build a minimalist image guidance system that could serve as a baseline for ongoing development and evaluation.
The remaining components were kept as simple as possible. The imaging system used unprocessed T2 weighted MRI images of the patients prostate. These were in use clinically for pre-operative assessment by the surgical team, so their use for image guidance was straightforward. The display system simply shows the MRI images overlaid on the surgical scene with user variable opacity on a separate laptop screen or on the daVinci S auxiliary display. Figure 1 shows an example of the system in use.
We have maintained a simple MRI slice overlay for two reasons. Firstly, the implementation of systems that show rendered 3D anatomy , e.g. [4, 6] , require that the preoperative image (MRI) is first "segmented". The anatomy of interest, (prostate, tumour location, neuro-vascular bundles) must all be defined in the image. At present this would be done manually by a radiologist. This process may introduce errors to the system that are poorly quantified and difficult to control for.
The user interface used is keyboard control via the laptop computer. Two different registration approaches were used. A more complete discussion of the registration system follows.
Image Registration for Augmented Reality Im-
age Guided Surgery To implement and image overlay system it is necessary to know the correct position of the preoperative image relative to the camera lens. Failure to correctly determine this relationship will result in a mismatch between the anatomy visible on the overlay and the actual patient anatomy visible through the camera. We refer to the process of determining the correct position and pose for the pre-operative anatomy as a "registration" process. Two images, the intraoperative camera view and the pre-operative image, are registered so that they are aligned. For cases such as abdominal laparoscopic surgery, where the shape of the anatomy can change during surgery, it may also be necessary to deform the pre-operative images to achieve an accurate registration. Within the literature there are many proposed methods for performing the registration process. To date the most common method is the use use of fiducial markers. [1] , [2] , [3] and [5] , use a calibrated and tracked camera together with fiducial markers. Such systems have the advantage that they will function regardless of what anatomy is visible through the laparoscope, i.e. they can operate blind. In cases where landmarks are visible through the camera the visible anatomy can itself be used for registration, as proposed for the daVinci by [6] and [7] .
The registration process can be defined as the determination of a set of mathematical transforms between coordinate systems. Figure 2 defines the coordinate systems of interest for this application. Whilst the eventual clinical utility of any image guidance system will depend heavily on the visualisation and user interface used, at the technical core of any image guidance system must lie the registration process. Our chosen area of study is therefore how to estimate the relevant transforms and how errors in the estimation will influence the clinical utility of the finished system.
We designed and tested two methods to estimate the registration transform from the camera lens to the preoperative image. Neither system accounts for non rigid deformation of the tissue which will occur in practice. Therefore their accuracy is limited by the degree of shape change between intraoperative imaging and surgery.
Both methods avoid the need for fiducial markers by utilising the pelvic bone. The pelvic bone is useful as it can be seen in various preoperative imaging modalities and intra-operatively and the shape of the pelvic bone will not change. Additionally, the prostate is near the centroid of the pelvic bone, meaning registration errors will be minimised. Both methods estimate the position of the camera lens using an optical tracking system, shown in figure  3 1 . The methods differ in how they determine the 1 Optical tracking was used to in preference to daVinci position of the patient relative to the laparoscope lens. The first method developed utilises the fact that the internal surface of the pubic arch is visible through the laparoscope during the latter stages of prostatectomy. Prior to surgery an ordered set of 42 points on the inner surface of the pubic arch are manually defined in the MRI image. A wireframe image of these points is shown overlaid on the surgical scene. The wire-frame image is manually aligned in 2D with the visible pubic arch using a simple keyboard interface. Figure 4 shows the alignment process. Once the alignment is established it is in theory possible to maintain alignment using the optical tracking data for the laparoscope. Using the manual alignment method was perceived to have two significant drawbacks. Firstly it is difficult to properly quantify the alignment accuracy, though early results indicate that the system has an apparent error of around 20 mm. Secondly the requirement for visibility of the pubic arch prevents the use of the system in the early stages of the operation. Whether or not the second of these problems is significant or not will be discussed later, as it is an important point in the process of designing a clinically useful system. To enable the system kinematic data as the literature indicated it should be the more accurate tracking method ( [11, 12, 13] ). A set of 42 points on the inner surface of the pubic arch are manually identified in the MRI image. These form a wire frame that can be projected over the surgical scene. A simple user interface is then used to align the projected wire frame to the visible anatomy. The left hand image shows the wire frame and visible anatomy out of alignment, the right hand image shows them after alignment. Alignment takes less than 30 seconds. to be used whether or not the pubic arch was visible an alternative method was developed, utilising a b-mode ultrasound probe to percutaneously image the patient's pelvic bone in the operating room, see [14] and [15] . Figure 5 shows the process.
Finding the pelvic bone using an ultrasound should be more accurate than simple visual alignment and enables image guidance in the earliest stages of the procedure. These improvements come at the cost of significantly increased complexity. There is the obvious need for an ultrasound machine in the operating theatre, but there is also significant computational complexity within the algorithm to register the ultrasound images to the pre-operative MRI images. Thus, having implemented two possible registration methods, the question arises how they are to be compared and assessed. Furthermore as the methods are developed and improved, how can any future assessments be assessed. The next section puts forward a framework to assess the performance of an image guidance system for laparoscopic radical prostatectomy.
Defining the Image Guidance System

Defining the Clinical Goals
The success or otherwise of any surgical innovation, including an image guidance system, can only judged by the impact on clinically outcomes. first stage in designing both the image guidance system and the evaluation method is to define the relevant clinical outcomes. Table 1 lists the relevant clinical outcomes for radical prostatectomy.
Measuring clinical outcomes however, is of little use for the design and development of an image guidance system. Listing the desired clinical outcomes tells us nothing of the design goals for an image guidance system. In general, assessing the clinical outcomes requires substantial sample sizes to account for confounding factors and sufficient follow up time. Measuring any changes in the clinical outcomes is therefore not a practical way to evaluate and compare the performance of image guidance systems in the development stages. A more practical approach is to use the desired clinical outcomes to define a set of system design goals.
Defining the Technical Goals
Translating the clinical goals to technical goals is done by reviewing each clinical goal and working out what the image guidance systems needs to show in order to aid the surgeon in achieving the clinical goals. Each technical aim defines something the system should "show" the surgeon. By show we mean that the system is passive, only informing the surgeon of the system's estimate of the position of the anatomy, but leaving any decision making in the hands of the surgeon. How the system shows the anatomy is a feature of the user interface and does not need to be defined at this stage.
Reducing the positive margin rate, survival and the recurrence of high PSA are all function of being able to see the tumour location and the prostate capsule. Improving urinary continence is a function of the clean resection and subsequent reconstruction of the urethra. The urethra is cut in two places, at the interface between the bladder and prostate and at the prostate apex. Aiding the identification of these areas should help improve continence outcomes. Preserving erectile function is a direct function of the preservation of the neurovascular bundles. This would be aided by showing the location of both the neuro-vascular bundles and the tumour. Avoiding damage to the rectum would be aided by helping to define the plane of the rectum below the prostate. One factor that leads to conversion to open procedure is the occurrence of uncontrollable bleeding. This could be aided by showing the surrounding blood vessels. Reducing the hospital stay and the post operative pain would both be achieved by preventing conversion to open surgery. 
Design Goals to System Parameters
In practice the user interface and visualisation method will have a very large impact on how well the system meets it design goals. Accuracy is not very useful if the user cannot interpret the display. Within the scope of this paper however accuracy is the primary measurable system design parameter. Concatenating tables 1 and 2 and adding a column for the system parameters yields table 3. Table 3 links the desired clinical outcomes with system parameters and design goals that can be measured at the earliest stages of system development. Following this approach enables a development program that follows the guidelines set down by [8] , increasing the likelihood that the system will produce clinical benefits.
Accuracy
There will always be an error in the position estimated by the guidance system and the actual position of a given anatomical point. For a daVinci system with 3D laparoscopic video the system accuracy is defined as the magnitude of the distance between the estimated and actual anatomical point. In general the system accuracy can be described as a statistical distribution around the true position of the point of interest. In this paper the accuracy figures given are root mean square (RMS) values. To aid visualisation of this error Figure 6 shows a 5mm RMS error projected onto a typical prostatectomy image. For several reasons, but primarily due to the movement of soft tissues, the accuracy will be different for each of the anatomical targets. Table 3 : An image guided liver surgery system is defined by the system parameters in the left most column. It is reasonable to expect that these will change significantly during system development. Further, but less significant changes, can be expected after release of the system. However, the system parameters are not of interest clinically. The success of failure of the system will be judged by the outcomes in the right hand column. A key requirement for an effective development process is therefore to link the system parameters with the outcomes. Whilst the system parameters can in theory be quantified via experiment or measurement, the system outcomes cannot be assessed without using the system on a significant number of patients. The outermost columns can be linked by the careful assignment of system design goals. If these can be measured, even subjectively, during system development the development cycle can be significantly shortened.
For an image guidance system where the surgeon would otherwise be operating blind, for example neurosurgery where the needle tip is not visible, there is a reasonably straight forward relationship between the accuracy of the system and the clinical utility. For robot assisted radical prostatectomy, however, all of the anatomy listed in Table  2 , with the exception of the tumour itself, to some extent already visible to the surgeon through the laparoscopic cameras. Thus there may not be the same clear relationship between the system accuracy and the clinical utility. Whilst it is clear that a system that shows the anatomy to within 1 mm will be more useful than a system that shows the anatomy to within 5 mm, it would be wrong to set a threshold error, above which the system becomes unusable. The surgeon retains the ability to mentally correct an inaccurately displayed image, using visible anatomy.
An interesting feature of the development and evaluation of an image guidance system for radical prostatectomy is therefore trying to determine a relationship between the system's accuracy and the system's clinical utility. This is important because it is likely that increasing the accuracy of the system will also increase the system's complexity. Increased complexity suggests potential increases in cost, and reductions in robustness and intuitive behaviour.
One of the goals of this study is to establish a framework to examine the trade off between accuracy and complexity. Such a frame work would enable three key outcomes. Firstly it should enable the objective evaluation of changes during the development of an image guidance system. Secondly it will enable the effects of potential improvements to be estimated before implementation, enabling the planned improvements to be plotted on a development roadmap. Thirdly, it enables objective comparison of competitive systems. At the core of Simulated Points 1 σ 2 σ σ x =13.86 Pixels (3.3 mm) σ y =13.93 Pixels (3.1 mm) Figure 6 : A visualisation of a 5mm RMS error. A single point, lying near the apex of the prostate and shown at the centre of the cross hairs, has been projected onto the screen 1000 times under the influence a normally distributed error with a standard deviation of 5mm. The green ellipse represents a single standard deviation for the projected points, the blue ellipse 2 standard deviations. If the image guidance system as presented was used in multiple operations, we would expected the overlaid point to fall within the green ellipse approximately 68 % of the time and within the blue ellipse 93 % of the time.
this framework are two measures of system performance, clinical utility and system complexity. By attempting to measure how these change in relationship to system accuracy it should be possible to develop an intelligent balance between accuracy and complexity.
Clinical Utility
We can define a measure, clinical utility, which measures the effect of using the system on the outcomes listed in Table 1 . A system that has a beneficial outcome will have a positive clinical utility, a system with no impact on the clinical outcomes will have a score of zero. In reality it is unlikely that clinical utility could be measured absolutely, rather it could only be used as a way of comparing two or more systems. As a system's accuracy improves so should its clinical utility.
System Complexity
We can define a similar measure, system complexity, which measures the complexity of a system. In the context of system accuracy this attempts to quantify the algorithmic complexity required to achieve a certain accuracy. An example of an image guidance system with zero complexity is the daVinci S. Here there is no attempt to register the pre and intra operative images, hence the zero complexity. At the other end of the scale, an imaginary system with zero registration error could be defined as having a complexity of 1. All real systems that use some sort of registration algorithm to attempt to align the pre and intraoperative images can then be placed between these two extremes. At present the numbers used for complexity are a purely subjective estimate. Attempts to improve the accuracy of a registration system will in general increase the system complexity.
Clinical Utility Versus Complexity
With the two measures defined we can attempt to examine the trade off between clinical utility and system complexity for given systems. By using the links between clinical utility and system parameters (accuracy) developed in table 3 it is possible to use accuracy as a proxy for clinical utility. Complexity and accuracy can be quantified for the existing systems, more usefully it should be possible to estimate the effect of proposed improvements, to determine whether they are likely to significantly improve clinical utility.
Measuring Accuracy
The accuracy of the system utilising pelvic bone ultrasound for registration was determined using a combination of numerical simulation and laboratory experiment, see [16] . These experiments indicated that the system accuracy is around 9 mm, not allowing for non rigid deformation of the tissue. The ultrasound based registration process accounting for about 7 mm of error and the laparoscope tracking approximately 5mm. Measuring the accuracy of the system using the visible surface of the pubic arch has not been done fully. The measurement is complicated by the motion of the laparoscope. However based on a subjective evaluation an accuracy of around 20 mm was estimated.
System complexity cannot be measured absolutely, however, it is possible to plot the systems relative position. The system that uses ultrasound for registration is more complex than the system using manual visual alignment. We suspect that the system utilising ultrasound registration will be more clinically useful, in part because it is more accurate, but also because it enables overlay before the pelvic bone becomes visible. Whilst using complexity and clinical utility to measure quantify the image guidance systems is interesting, of more use is the ability to use these values to map out the development of an image guidance system. During development of our systems we have identified several ways that the system accuracy could be improved. These include using fiducial markers and improving the laparoscope tracking algorithm. In the longer term it is theoretically possible to account for non rigid motion of the patient during surgery, allowing a guidance system with errors less than 2mm, [17] . Such methods increase the system accuracy, and in general the system complexity. By estimating their potential accuracy, clinical utility, and complexity, it is possible to plot charts showing the likely development trajectory of the system. Figure 7 plots the possible development trajectory of the system. Whilst we do not expect the numerical values used in figure 7 to be correct, they do form a useful frame work for controlling the system development. Furthermore as development progresses, the plots in Figure 7 can be populated with more accurate values of clinical utility, accuracy, and complexity. This forms a useful way to transfer knowledge to future development of similar systems. Table 4 summarises the clinical outcomes for the 13 patients included in the clinical study. Qualitatively the surgeon's found the system a useful addition in theatre.
Clinical Outcomes
A proper understanding of the system design goals 2 has enabled the development of a meaningful surgeon questionnaire to assess how well the current systems meet the design goals. This was not in place for the first 9 cases, but was in for cases 10 to 13 and will be used for future cases.
Conclusions
We have developed and tested a simple image guidance system for robot assisted radical prostatectomy. More importantly, we have introduced methods to quantify the system performance in a clinically useful way. Quantifying the system performance will enable the control of the system development process, as per [8] . Controlling the system development process should yield a system that maximisers positive patient outcomes, whilst ensuring a robust system. Furthermore, by demonstrating a link between the measured system parameters, the system development goals, and the desired clinical outcomes it should be possible to demonstrate the clinical benefit of the system at an early stage. Potentially this could avoid the usual difficulties in setting up randomised controlled trials for surgical innovations. 
